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TSS Specialities  

TSS International official distributor for:

SEMA
WORLD

ANTI-TERRORISM SAFETY FEATURES

®

WHEELS

TSS
®

TSS International Armour Mobility 
Specialists for:
- Military Runflat systems
- Civilian Runflat systems
- Brake systems for armoured vehicles
- Protected fueltanks
- Two-piece wheels with bead locks
- Vehicle intercoms
- Tyre pressure monitoring and 
   adjustment systems
- Impact absorbtion Skydex

TSS International BV 
Zuideinde 30-34
2991 LK Barendrecht
P.O. Box 2013 
2990 DA Barendrecht
The Netherlands 
Tel.: +31 (0)180 - 618 922
Fax: +31 (0)180 - 611 326
E-mail: sales@tssh.com
www.tssh.com
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Off-road driving requires low tyre pressure. 
Hutchinson 2-piece Rock Monster Wheels 
with internal bead lock 
allow you to go as low 
as 0.8 bar with the 
tyre secured in place.

Skydex Convoy Deck
Reduce vehicle occupant injuries for example 
during IED attacks. Made to measure interior shock 
absorption for armoured vehicles.

Téléflow, Central Tyre Inflation 
System made easy!
Control your tyre pressure from within your cabin, 
while on the move, with this highly customisable, 
user friendly system!

Hutchinson Tyre Shield
increases tyre life cycle.
The side walls of your tyres are the most vulnerable 
and irreparable part of your tyre. Protect them from 
sharp objects with the Hutchinson Tyre Shield, and 
start cutting costs instead of your tyres!

Dual Battery Charge Control. The ideal solution 
that automatically and intelligently controls 
the charge and the load management of both 
batteries in your vehicle.

Rodgard SecureBand 
the low cost, high value 
wheel safety system.
Having a tyre puncture is never convenient, 
especially while you are driving. Rodgard 
SecureBand blocks the wheel well and helps 
you keep control over the vehicle, reduce 
speed and get to a safe stopping place. 
Simple and effective!

TSS universal Tyre Bead Spreader. 
The perfect assistant for 

fitting Rodgard Runflat systems.
Certain types of tyres have inflexible and hard side walls, which can 

make fitting a runflat system difficult.
The TSS Tyre Bead Spreader helps create working space and 

increase safety and comfort.

Provides mobility 

after blow-out for a 

crucial 5 kilometres !
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Rock Monster Wheels: 
Minimise pressure, 
Maximise traction.

High Powered Intercom Systems, 
Emergency Lights and more.

B&G Electronics

B&G Electronics

      TSS International provides 
high-level expertise in vehicle security        
    solutions and combines high service 
with unique products, all aimed at 
   keeping special vehicles moving and 
their passengers safe and secure.

Specialities

ARMOUR 
        mobility


